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TFF 10

(Non-Intrusive Environmental Sensor)

NIRS31

(Non-Intrusive Environmental Sensor)

WS200

(Atmospheric Sensor)

R2S

(Precipitation Sensor)

Notes:
1. All items shown may not be included in every installation.
2. Items not shown: Concrete service pad, inground power, telephone and sensor cables, sprinkler spray power supply and conduit for telephone service.

30' Tower shown (10' & 20' available)

Tower fold over assembly, 20' & 30' towers only

Air Temp/R.H. Sensor WS300

Anti-climb panel

RPU Enclosure

Breaker Box

Conduit for AC Power

Conduit for pavement sensor cables

Grade

6 ea.
10' Ground Rods
(2 per tower leg)
(2 not shown)

Concrete
Tower Base

ROAD

TFF 10

(Subsurface Temperature Probe: Off Road)
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